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Casebooks, bias, and Information Literacy – Do law librarians have a duty?1
Kathleen D. Fletcher
Abstract
The third principle of the American Association of Law Libraries’ Principles and Standards for Legal
Research Competencies states, “A successful researcher critically evaluates information.” This
evaluation includes evaluating legal information of material under criteria of “authority, credibility,
currency, authenticity, relevance, and bias.” Does this standard include information contained in legal
casebooks? This article’s goal is to show examples of case treatment in casebooks in Constitutional Law,
Property, and Civil Procedure which demonstrate authors’ biases in their selection and editing of cases.
Under the AALL standards and the ACRL Standards and Framework for Information literacy, librarians
should teach students how to think critically about all the legal information presented to them—
including casebooks.

“Fake news is nothing new.”2 Our former president’s Twitter feed preoccupation with the
veracity of the news media aside,3 the fact is that most Americans believe that our news media has a
bias.4 The popular literature is unsure if the media is biased toward liberalism5 or conservatism6, and
scholarly authors seem unable to reach definite conclusions in the matter.7
Historically, shortly after the American Revolution the press was decidedly biased. It was not
until after the American Civil War that newspapers “attempted to provide a less partisan view of public
affairs.”8 In the twentieth century, the removal of the Fairness Doctrine and the rise of the World Wide
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Web, meant that sources of news and information were untethered from previous requirements that
airtime be devoted to contrasting views of controversial topics in the public interest and “equal time”
for opposing political candidates.9
Librarians, who “in a world that’s information rich, are information smart,”10 recognized early on
that “information [was] expanding at an unprecedented rate,” and that, “people—as individuals and as
a nation must be information literate.”11 The ALA’s Presidential Committee on Information Literacy saw
a need for librarians to be a potential antidote to the perceived problem of bias and fake news. In their
words, “Information literacy, therefore, is a means of personal empowerment. It allows people to verify
or refute expert opinion and to become independent seekers of truth. It provides them with the ability
to build their own arguments and to experience the excitement of the search for knowledge.”12 “The
report was widely publicized and gained significant attention worldwide.”13
The Board of the Association of College and Research Libraries, a division of the American
Library Association, established a Task Force on Information Literacy Competency Standards and
charged it to develop competency standards in this area for higher education in 1998. The Task Force
prepared a set of draft standards for review and comment in 1999. And, in January of 2000, the
Information Literacy and Competency Standards for Higher Education were approved by the ACRL Board
of Directors.14
The third of these standards is, “The information literate student evaluates information and its
sources critically and incorporates selected information into his or her knowledge base and value
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system.”15 Outcomes under this standard indicate that the information literate student, “examines and
compares information from various sources in order to evaluate reliability, validity, accuracy, authority,
timeliness, and point of view or bias,”16 and, “recognizes prejudice, deception, or manipulation.”17 This
standard, with its emphasis on “critical evaluation,” is one way, “librarians can play a vital role in helping
everyone, of any age, become critical and reflective news consumers.”18
After the Standards were adopted, librarians developed a “flurry of campus initiatives,” and laid
the groundwork for getting “buy in” from college and university administration in order that “IL should
be understood as a coherent skill set worthy of being taught both in a classroom-type setting under the
auspices of the library, or be seen as a set of general competencies to be integrated into existing
courses.”19 The library literature from that time is full of success stories of librarians partnering with
teaching faculty to teach and promote information literacy.20
Information literacy soon found its way to accreditation standards. Six regional associations are
charged with accreditation of institutions. “Regional accreditation has the dual purpose of both
providing quality assurance for institutions of higher education in the United States and encouraging
institutions to work toward improving their quality and increasing their effectiveness.”21 In the New
England Region, the New England Commission of Higher Education (“NHCHE”) includes within its
standards for accreditation Standard 4.12, “Expectations for student achievement, independent
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learning, information literacy, skills in inquiry, and critical judgment are appropriate to the subject
matter and degree level and in keeping with generally accepted practice.”22 Information literacy had
gone from librarians to “generally accepted practice” in sixteen years. The American Bar Association the
“recognized national agency for the accreditation programs leading to the J.D. degree,”23 has not yet
gotten the information literacy message as their Standard 302(b) includes, “A law school shall establish
learning outcomes that shall, at a minimum include competency in legal analysis, legal reasoning, legal
research, problem solving, and written and oral communication in the legal context.”24
This apparent ambivalence about information literacy appears to be reflected in the American
Association of Law Libraries work in this area. In 2009 and 2010, “a self-formed group of AALL members
chaired by Dennis C. Kim-Prieto created a draft of Law Student Information Literacy Standards. The
Standards were submitted to the Executive Board for adoption in April 2010.”25 In response, the Board
created the Law Student Research Competency Standards Task Force to develop competency standards.
That task force presented the Board with a draft of “Law Student Research Competency Principles,” for
adoption in 2011.26 The Board did adopt them, and in July of 2013, the Board adopted the Principles and
Standards for Legal Research Competencies.27 Principle III stated, “A successful researcher critically
evaluates information.”28 The competencies listed under this principle included evaluating the
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information of material under criteria of “Authority, credibility, currency, and authenticity.”29
Interestingly, AALL did not add “bias” to its standards of criteria until 2020.30
In their first year of law school, students are trained to “think like a lawyer.” This thinking
involves the “method of organizing and categorizing the arts of a legal problem that allows for its
discussion and possible solution, using a logical reasoning process. Thinking like a lawyer in the
traditional sense that is taught in most law schools encompasses finding, analyzing, and applying ‘the
law.’”31 “Much of the focus of law study is on courses arising from common law rules, from a
combination of common law rules and statutes, from procedural rules of court, and from constitutional
law. Rather than using traditional textbooks that talk about the law, these courses expose students
directly to the law itself through reading assigned in casebooks.”32 A casebook is a “compilation of
abstracts from instructive cases on a particular subject, usually with commentary and questions about
the cases, designed as a teaching aid.”33 “These cases have been carefully selected and carefully edited
by the casebook author based on what the author wants you to learn. [emphasis in the original]34 First
year students must learn to read and understand case law. “Case briefing is an essential step in learning
the individual legal principles necessary for success on final examinations.”35 Students are encouraged,
after noting the case name and citation, to note the facts of the case focusing on “the essential or
critical facts as opposed to merely retelling the entire story contained within the case.”36 In a casebook,
the facts of the case have already been edited by the author “based on what the author wants you to
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learn.”37 But, do all casebooks on the same subject edit the facts of the same cases the same way? That
is, do the “essential” and “critical” facts remain the same from author to author? An examination of
these questions is laid out below.
Constitutional Law Casebooks
For purposes of this examination, I first picked four constitutional law casebooks and highlighted
how each author edited a specific case’s facts. The four casebooks are Constitutional Law: Cases and
Materials, concise thirteenth edition by Jonathan D. Varat, William Cohen, and Vikram D. Amar
(Foundation Press, 2009); Modern Constitutional Law: Cases and Notes, ninth edition, by Ronald D.
Rotunda (West Publishing Co., 2010); Constitutional Law, fourth edition, by Erwin Chemerinsky (Wolters
Kluwer, 2013); and American Constitutional Law: Powers and Liberties, fourth edition, by Calvin Massey
(Wolters Kluwer, 2012). The case I picked to examine is Kelo v. City of New London 545 U.S. 469 (2005).
In Kelo, the city of New London, Connecticut had approved a development plan “projected to
create in excess of 1,000 jobs, to increase tax and other revenues, and to revitalize an economically
distressed city, including its downtown and waterfront areas.”38 The city bought some of the land to be
developed from willing property owners. The city proposed taking the property of unwilling owners by
eminent domain. The unwilling owners appealed a ruling of the Supreme Court of Connecticut that the
proposed taking was valid. Justice Stevens wrote the majority opinion of the Court holding that
“promoting economic development is a traditional and long accepted function of government.” And,
that a city plan which included a taking of petitioners’ land, was thoroughly deliberated before its
adoption and thus, “unquestionably serves a public purpose” and, “satisf[ies] the public use
requirement of the Fifth Amendment.”39
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The Kelo case is included in the constitutional law casebooks of Chemerinsky, Rotunda, and
Massey. Varat does not include it at all. Each author edits the facts of the case. A visual of the facts
included is helpful. I have used a picture of the case as reported in West’s Supreme Court Reporter for
purposes of this visual.40
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Figure 1 shows the facts included by Rotunda. Figure 2 are Chemerinsky’s. Figure 3 are
Massey’s. The highlighting clearly shows that each author has selected different facts with which to
introduce the reader to the Kelo case. Each author highlighted those facts which he felt were significant
and influenced the court. Please note that, if all the facts selected were significant, Chemerinsky and
Massey chose almost a completely opposite set.
Property Law Casebooks
Next, I examined three property law casebooks. The three books I chose for the examination
are Property, eighth edition, by Jesse Dukeminier et al, (Wolters Kluwer, 2013); Property law: principles,
problems, and cases, by Calvin Massey, (West, 2012); and, Property law: rules, policies, and practices,
fifth edition, by Joseph William Singer, (Wolters Kluwer, 2010). The case I chose to examine was Shelley
v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948). In Shelley, petitioners appealed a ruling of the Missouri Supreme Court
which enforced a restrictive agreement between neighbors, “against the occupancy as owners or
tenants, of any portion of said property for resident or other purpose by people of the Negro or
Mongolian race.”41 Additional petitioners, the Sipeses, purchased a property with a restriction that it
was only “not to be used or occupied by a person or persons except those of the Caucasian race.”42 The
Supreme Court of Michigan “decided adversely to the petitioners’ contentions that they had been
denied rights protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.”43 The Court held that, “in granting judicial
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enforcement of restrictive covenants [based on race], the States have denied petitioners the equal
protection of the laws, and that, therefore, the action of the State courts cannot stand.”44
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Figure four shows Shelley as reported in West’s Supreme Court Reporter with the facts of the
case included in the Dukeminier case book, figure five those facts included by Massey, and figure six by
Singer. Although not as dramatically different as the facts selected in the Kelso, the highlighting shows
that each author selected different facts to introduce students to the Shelley case before including the
Court’s legal analysis.
Civil Procedure Casebooks
Finally, I examined a case included in three civil procedure casebooks. The three books I chose
to use were Civil procedure: doctrine, practice, and context by Stephen Subrin, (Wolters Kluwer, 2012),
Civil procedure, by Stephen Yaezell, (Wolters Kluwer, 2012), and Civil procedure: pleading, by Hillel
Levin, (CALI, 2011). The case I chose to examine was Ashcroft v Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662 (2009). In Iqbal,
Javaid Iqbal brought suit against the federal government and United States Attorney General John

Ashcroft and F.B.I. Director Robert Mueller for violations of his First, Fourth, Sixth and Eighth
Amendment rights as well as other tort claims.45 Iqbal was arrested and detained after the September
11th terrorist attacks. He argued that he was targeted “a person ‘of high interest’ on account of his race,
religion, or national origin” for being an Arab and a Muslim46 and “that Ashcroft was the policy's
‘principal architect’ and Mueller was ‘instrumental’ in its adoption and execution.”47 The Court held
that, “Iqbal's complaint fail[ed] to plead sufficient facts to state a claim for purposeful and unlawful
discrimination” to survive the defendant’s motion to dismiss under Rule 8(a)(2) of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure.48
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The highlighted cases illustrate that each of the civil procedure casebook authors chose to
include different facts from the Iqbal case. Figure seven is from Levin, figure 8 is Subrin, and figure 9 is
Yaezell. While these differences are not as dramatically different as the Kelso case, differences in facts
reported are significant as Iqbal is a case dismissed specifically for failing to “plead sufficient facts.”49 In
each examined case, we have seen that each author has chosen to include different facts of the case
with which to introduce it to his students. What is it that each author/professor brings to the selection?
I would argue, it is bias.
The dictionary defines “bias” as, “an inclination or prejudice for or against one thing or
person,”50 In Everyday bias: identifying and navigating unconscious judgments in our daily lives, Ross
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Howard states, “We are constantly making decisions that are influenced by unconscious biases. In fact,
even when our biases seem conscious, they may be influenced by a pattern of unconscious assumption
that we have absorbed throughout our lives.”51 Ross goes on to say that, “these may result from social
conditioning, belief systems that we have been taught or exposed to, particular incidents that we
remember, or any number of other assumed ‘truths’ that we have picked up along the way.”52 Nobel
laureate, Daniel Kahneman describes most of the thoughts and decisions in our minds as arising,
“without knowing how they got there…The mental work that produces impressions, intuitions, and
many decisions goes on in silence in our mind.”53 J. Davidson Frame of the University of Management
and Technology concurs, “In making decisions, people do not operate in a vacuum. Their decisions are
made in a social space…affected by a spectrum of social forces tied to an array of individuals,
communities, politics, economics, and culture. These social forces impose constraints. Even the most
independent decision-makers contend with them.”54
Is it likely that the learned professors putting together casebooks have a bias? Yes. Mary Joe
Frug examined a contracts casebook through a feminist lens in 1985 and opined that, “editors have a
wide range of choice in their case selections, their comments, their notes, their problems, and their
questions, and the choices they make are not inevitable. The choices could be different and, indeed,
choices about content do differ among casebooks with particular subject areas.”55 Kohm and Wardle
state that “every casebook tends to possess its own angle, identity or theme, fighting for a share in the
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marketplace of legal education.”56
Chilton and Posner (2015) conducted an empirical study of law professors’ scholarly writing and
their potential biases. The professors chosen were at top tier law schools. After studying the
professors’ published writing, they discovered that, “law professors who donate to Democrats write
articles that are on net liberal and law professors who donate to Republicans are on net conservative.”57
And, although professors are highly educated, their writing may be more likely to show bias than others.
Ross states that, “one of the many remarkable contradictions we see in [bias] research is that intelligent
people with high self-esteem may be the most likely to develop blind spots about their biases. Dodgson
and Wood found that people with high self-esteem … may be less likely to internalize negative thoughts
or ideas about themselves. Not only that, but intelligent people often can rationalize their own bias as
justified.”58
Duty of Librarians
It is not necessary for law librarians to determine and teach students whether the biases of
casebook authors skew “liberal” or “conservative.” The point is that the standards for information
literacy call for students themselves to be able, “to evaluate reliability, validity, accuracy, authority,
timeliness, and point of view or bias.”59 Nor, am I advocating for law librarians to advocate for the disuse
of casebooks – though that may be an argument for another day. I do agree with Professor Frug,
however, that, “a casebook is a powerful document. The editorial choices within a casebook determine
how many readers think about the law of a doctrinal area, about lawyering in that field, about clients,
and about legal reasoning…Because a casebook has such power, and because its contents are subject to
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editorial choice, analyzing the biases of a particular casebook could challenge the effect of the casebook
on its readers.”60
Yasmin Sokkar Harker states that analytical skills are a crucial piece of legal research education.
She states, “librarians must consciously and explicitly address the difference between teaching to
evaluate sources of legal information and teaching them to analyze legal information itself.”61 I put
forth that librarians, under Standards for Legal Research Competency III, should also be teaching
students to critically evaluate the casebooks to which they are assigned. Nicholas Mignanelli, writing
about AI in the Law Library Journal writes, “we [librarians] should use our pedagogy to instill in our
students a healthy dose of skepticism about claims of objectivity and neutrality,” by, “emphasizing that
all technologies are created by human beings with their own biases and that there is a power differential
between the entities that create and shape these technologies and the individuals who use and rely on
them.” 62 The same can be added for the technology of print. Sokkar Harker states, “education must
move beyond a functional understanding of information literacy and work to engage students with
questions about how information is created, how it is published and the power structures that exist
within the information world.”63
In 2016, the ACRL replaced its Literacy Competency Standards with its Framework for
Information Literacy for Higher Education.64 Where the former Competency Standards “detail[ed] five
major standards and twenty-two performance indicators [which] served as a guideline for librarians and
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educators in assessing information literacy skills and creating curricular content,”65 the Framework is
“based on a cluster of interconnected core concepts, with flexible options for implementation, rather
than on a set of standards or learning outcomes or any prescriptive enumeration of skills.”66 Baked in
to these core concepts are the critical evaluation of authorities, “[N]ovice learners come to respect the
expertise that authority represents while remaining skeptical of the systems that have elevated that
authority and the information created by it.”67 And, “Recognizing the nature of information creation,
experts look to the underlying processes of creation as well as the final product to critically evaluate the
usefulness of the information.”68 How, and if, the American Association of Law Libraries might change
its Research Competency Standards remains to be seen. In the meantime, we should continue to
encourage our students and patrons to be critical in regard to authority, credibility, currency, and
authenticity and bias.
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